The extensive introduction deserves detailed comment as F. offers us what amounts to a comprehensive history of research carried out on the DRB and clarifies his stance on the most debated issues. He begins with a brief review of the few hints the anonymous author reveals about his identity and social condition. In general terms, F. views him as a cultivated man (as evidenced by his able use of rhythmical prose) who is convinced of his own intelligence and thus daringly addresses the ruler believing he has something useful to offer. F. follows Thompson in placing the anonymous as a native of the Illyrian region (XVIII), but although he recognizes that the anonymous had a working knowledge of the imperial administration, he sees him as a member of the curial class (IX-X) rather than as an official.
For F., the main interest of the anonymous lies in military matters, with his fiscal considerations being subordinate to his main goal of improving the empire's defensive power. For this reason, he accepts the title in the manuscript tradition as original and considers it offers an adequate description of the contents of the treatise (XXV-XXVII). However, F. recognizes later (LVI-LVIII) that chapter 21 (De legum vel iuris confusione purganda) cannot be directly related to the military problems of the empire. His proposed solution is that this last section was intended perhaps to introduce a second treatise on this specific subject, which is speculative and unnecessary. Indeed, the DRB cannot be reduced to just a military treatise; its author seems generally concerned with the welfare of the state (commoditas rei publicae) as well as the defense of its frontiers. In addition to advocating better laws, he also wants to combat the corruption of imperial officials and to alleviate the burden on the taxpayers. Thus, one could equally convincingly argue that his military proposals are subordinate to his fiscal goals (F. seems to concede this in LXXXI). Indeed, one of the main advantages of his inventions is that they allow lower manpower requirements (see praef. 12 and 14, 7.6) and this can consequently contribute to reducing military expenditure.
In the next section of the introduction (XXVIII-LIII), F. presents a detailed review of the five main proposed datings of the DRB: a) under Valentinian and Valens (366-370), b) under Constantius II (353-360), c) under Theodosius I (384-395), d) under Valentinian III (424-450) and e) under Justinian I (527-565). On analyzing the pro-and contra arguments for each date, he concludes that option a) is the most plausible and convincing solution, thereby accepting with only minor changes the date proposed by A. Cameron in 1979. In fact, his only new argument in support of this date is that the anonymous's consistent use of the cursus mixtus in his prose indicates that he was educated in the first half of the fourth century.
F. discusses next the innovativeness of all the reform proposals and inventions presented in the DRB. He rightly concludes that the anonymous is never completely original, seemingly to have collected his ideas from a great variety of sources and improved them mainly in matters of detail. His main new idea lies for F. (following H. Jouffroy) in his proposal of a more aggressive strategy as being the best way of dealing with the barbarian enemies of the empire.
In the last part of the introduction (LXXXV-CXI), F. gives us an excellent analysis of all important manuscripts. Most notably, following the contributions of I. G. Maier, he sees the Barberinus not as a copy of the Monacencis but as an independent witness, probably copied from the same lost copy of Spirensis as the latter. The analysis of the manuscript tradition is complemented with a study of the illustrations that accompany the text. F. concludes that the drawings in the Spirensis, from which all today's extant copies derive, did not reproduce faithfully the originals included by the anonymous. He bases this conclusion above all on the anonymous's description of his illustrations as accurate and giving a clear idea of how his machines worked. After a brief discussion of the previous editions of the text, F. closes the introduction with a paragraph again reviewing the main stages related to the research history of the DRB. He also appends a very informative twenty-three page bibliography, with the only important omission found by this reviewer being N. P. Milner's 1991 dissertation "Vegetius and the Anonymus De Rebus Bellicis".
Passing on to F.'s translation of the DRB, it must be said that it achieves a good balance between faithfulness to the anonymous's convoluted Latin style and accessibility for the modern reader. A comparison with Jouffroy's 2004 French translation makes it clear how F. has attempted to reproduce something of the anonymous's complex sentence structure. The Latin text offers in turn some interesting new revisions (for example 5.7: minore, 13: priore, 19.4: maiore). Nevertheless, in general, his approach is conservative and results in the rejection of some corrections and additions introduced by previous editors. When the general meaning is clear, F. seems to prefer the consensus of the manuscript tradition rather than the speculations of modern editors, even if the resulting text is not perfect (a good example of this is the first sentence in 1.1 Bellicam laudem […]). The critical apparatus is fairly detailed and reflects the new importance given to the Barberinus manuscript.
The commentary takes the form of notes to the French text. F. delves into the most important textual and historical issues, and discusses in detail the contributions of previous researchers related to each passage. He also gives the interpretations of difficult passages resulting from his translation. In comparison with the commentaries by Thompson, Condorelli, Giardina and Sánchez-Ostis, more attention is paid to the military machines, whose workings are convincingly elucidated. Particularly valuable are F.'s computer reconstructions of the most important and complex machines, which were produced with the collabo-ration of the Centre Interdisciplinaire de Réalité Virtuelle de l'Université de Caen (CIREVE). These are based on the descriptions of the inventions in the text and also on the illustrations included in the manuscript tradition. Full color illustrations of these reconstructions are reproduced at the end of the book, placed usefully side by side with the corresponding drawings in the Parisinus latinus. Each reconstruction is illustrated from different perspectives and with the focus being on the details. This reviewer found the reconstructions of the different scythed chariots, the ballistae, and the liburna particularly helpful in order to understand the workings of the mechanisms. Smaller black and white copies also accompany the text of the commentary in the relevant sections. F. succeeds in demonstrating that the anonymous was not a "verrückter Projektenmacher" and that his technical proposals were neither simplistic nor unrealistic.
Summing up, F.'s new edition makes a very valuable addition to the literature on the DRB. Even if one does not agree with all of his conclusions, these are always based on a careful consideration of both the primary evidence and the interpretations of previous scholars. Undoubtedly, this book will remain, for some time to come, the most complete introduction to this enigmatic text and to the scholarship on it.
